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INTERACTIVE MATHS LECTURE SHOWS FOR TEENAGERS



Maths you need 
for Maths exams 

Maths you need 
in LIFE 



Making it safe 
to make Mistakes



Failure, Mistakes, Getting it Wrong

A mental slip

Wrong hypothesis

Trial and Error

Being tricked

Being stuck

Wrong maths



Patricia Heaton - US ‘Celebrity’ Who Wants to be a Millionaire

Quarter = 25c 

Dime = 10c 

Nickel = 5c



People don’t usually deliberately 
make mistakes

….but they sometimes 
deliberately don’t make an effort. 

…especially if they really don’t care 
about the problem being tackled.



Prof Tom Ormerod

In just two weighings, 
work out for certain which  

is the heavy ball.



“I know this sounds stupid, but….”



“The volunteer who gets things 
wrong often makes the biggest 

contribution to understanding and 
problem-solving.”

Rob Eastaway, November 2018



Get them discussing in pairs

A reward

Allow ANONYMOUS contributions

Positive feedback



Essential Maths



  Your Times Tables 

Essential Arithmetic

Where to put the 
decimal point



Measurement



!15

Two and a quarter pounds of jam
Weigh about a kilogram

A litre of water’s
A pint and three quarters

A metre measures three foot three
It’s longer than a yard, you see.



• The same 
mathematics that 
adults used in 
shopping tasks was 
incorrectly answered 
when presented in 
‘school.form’                        
(Lave, 1988) 

• Teenage street 
vendors used highly 
effective informal 
mathematics in the 
market, but could not 
answer equivalent 
paper and pencil 
questions           
(Carraher & Schliemann, 1985).



Connecting
to the
Real

World



101QS.com

http://101QS.com


What Questions do YOU 
want to ask?

- Students discuss questions in pairs
- Collect questions on flipchart

- Pick out the question that is the most 
mathematically interesting

- Work on what information you need to 
know to answer the question.



*  Move away from ‘another year of school maths’

*  Campaign to get rid of them!

The Way Forward?

*  ‘Active teaching’ (Malcolm Swan)

*  Local Maths Hub support

*  FE Centres for Excellence in Maths

GCSE Re-sit

*  Teacher support



*  AMSP support

*  Advanced Maths Premium

*  FE Centres for Excellence in Maths

The Way Forward?

*  Local Maths Hub support

Core Maths



www.RobEastaway.com

@robeastaway


